Epistasis could be an important source of risk for disease. How interacting loci might be discovered is an open question for genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Most researchers limit their statistical analyses to testing individual pairwise interactions (i.e., marginal tests for association). A more effective means of identifying important predictors is to fit models that include many predictors simultaneously (i.e., higher-dimensional models). We explore a procedure called screen and clean (SC) for identifying liability loci, including interactions, by using the lasso procedure, which is a model selection tool for high-dimensional regression. We approach the problem by using a varying dictionary consisting of terms to include in the model. In the first step the lasso dictionary includes only main effects. The most promising single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are identified using a screening procedure. Next the lasso dictionary is adjusted to include these main effects and the corresponding interaction terms. Again, promising terms are identified using lasso screening. Then significant terms are identified through the cleaning process. Implementation of SC for GWAS requires algorithms to explore the complex model space induced by the many SNPs genotyped and their interactions. We propose and explore a set of algorithms and find that SC successfully controls Type I error while yielding good power to identify risk loci and their interactions. When the method is applied to data obtained from the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium study of Type 1 Diabetes it uncovers evidence supporting interaction within the HLA class II region as well as within Chromosome 12q24. Genet. Epidemiol. 2010.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of relatively inexpensive molecular methods for genotyping, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been carried out with notable success. Although the primary interest in GWAS is to identify single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are directly associated with a disease, there is growing evidence supporting the occurrence of epistasis and its contribution to risk for complex disease [Evans et al., 2006; Manolio and Collins, 2007] . Consequently, there is much interest in searching for interactions between two or more SNPs [Cordell, 2009] . The search for loci that interact is typically conducted in a candidate gene study or a genome-wide association study. Several strategies are available, including exhaustive searches [Marchini et al., 2005] , data mining [Strobl et al., 2007] , and Bayesian model selection [Zhang and Liu, 2007] .
Due to the large number of potential comparisons for interactions, however, an exhaustive search involving all combinations of two or more markers across the genome is daunting [Cordell, 2009] . Exploring models fitting main effect and interactions simultaneously in the setting of GWAS are impractical or even impossible, depending on the complexity of the models evaluated. One natural way to reduce the computational load is to adopt two-stage strategies [Hoh et al., 2000; Kooperberg and LeBlanc, 2008; Marchini et al., 2005] , in which a small number of promising SNPs are selected at the first stage (henceforth candidate SNPs) and the higher-order interactions are only considered among these candidate SNPs. With these strategies, the question of how to choose the promising SNPs at the first stage is crucial. Evans et al. [2006] investigate complex epistatic models and determine conditions for which it is challenging to capture the right terms to include in the second stage of a two-stage approach. It is not clear how often these conditions arise in practice because many genetic interactions demonstrate substantial marginal effects. We explore the potential of two-stage searches using a new statistical approach.
Our aim is to find a parsimonious model including SNPs, pairs of SNPs, and even higher-order interactions that best explains the phenotype. This multivariate model selection approach can improve performance over tests for r 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
individual SNPs because it decreases the unexplained variance in the model. It has long been recognized that failing to account for these sources of heterogeneity can reduce the power to detect genetic factors in both linkage and association studies [Chatterjee et al., 2006; Hoggart et al., 2008] . In addition, a model selection approach will tend to include fewer spurious results because an SNP or multiple SNP interaction will only be included in the model if it substantially improves prediction beyond that obtained from the terms already included. A computationally efficient method for model selection is the lasso method, which is a tool for high-dimensional regression [Tibshirani, 1996] .
A good model identifies a set of SNPs and interactions between SNPs (covariates) that predict the phenotype. A parsimonious model tends to err on the side of simplicity, including only a subset of predictive SNPs, while a complex model tends to include too many SNPs, some having no impact on risk. Like stepwise regression, the lasso can explore models with more covariates than observations, but the lasso is a ''less greedy'' procedure than stepwise regression in that it tends to find less complex models. As it searches the model space it can both drop and add covariates. Using a computationally efficient procedure, the algorithm returns a suite of solutions, ranging from parsimonious to complex, indexed by a complexity parameter. Thus, using the lasso, the problem of identifying genetic variants associated with the phenotype is equivalent to selecting a complexity parameter between 0 and 1. The chosen parameter identifies a single solution from among the range of solutions suggested by the algorithm. A good choice corresponds to a model that controls the Type I error rate and yet attains good power. The complexity parameter is typically chosen by statistical sampling procedures such as crossvalidation. This approach yields a model with good predictive power, but the model often includes extra terms and thus it has a high Type I error rate [Devlin et al., 2003 ].
Due to limited research funds, or as a result of how the research unfolds, GWAS are conducted in stages. These multiple stage designs help to identify SNPs truly affecting risk by winnowing, at each stage, the list of associated SNPs. The same design feature can be used to improve the Type I error rate of the lasso.
A lasso-based procedure called screen and clean (SC) incorporates multiple stage experimental designs into the lasso procedure, attaining good power and yet controlling for spurious findings for models with only main effects [Wasserman and Roeder, 2009] . The SC procedure first screens for an inclusive model among the immense class of possibilities using the lasso, then it cleans the lassosolution, removing terms from the model, using a traditional hypotheses testing approach. Screening is performed on stage 1 data and cleaning on stage 2 data. By exploiting the two-stage design, an optimal model can be discovered, overcoming a serious hurdle to using lasso for GWAS. SC has the important statistical feature that it finds a consistent model that controls the Type I error for main effects [Wasserman and Roeder, 2009] ; if all of the SNPs are genotyped at each stage of the study, a multisplit refinement of SC is available [Meinshausen et al., 2008] . We examine the properties of this alternative.
In this paper, we follow the idea of incorporating multiple stage experimental design into the lasso procedure and expand the SC procedure to select optimal models with main and interacting effects. We focus on pairwise interactions; however, the principal of hierarchical model selection extends naturally to higher-order interactions. The extended SC procedure is able to control the Type I error and attain good power for models with interactions, just as it does for models with only main effects. SC is extended in two important ways: first, we incorporate SNP-SNP interactions; and second, we devise a computationally efficient approach to the problem that scales successfully to GWAS. The set of SNPs or SNP-SNP interactions considered at a given step of the lasso regression model is called the dictionary (D). We use a dictionary that expands and contracts at each step of development. The method is a powerful alternative to marginal methods that test each SNP or pair of SNPs individually [Kooperberg and LeBlanc, 2008; Lin, 2006] . The method builds on published multivariate regression ideas [Wu et al., 2009] . It differs in that the proposed approach controls Type I error. Competing lasso procedures do not provide valid P-values. We illustrate SC using the publicly available genome-wide data on Type 1 diabetes (T1D) data from Welcome Trust Case Control Consortium [The Welcome Trust Case Control Consortium, 2007] .
METHODS STAGES AND DICTIONARIES
For a two-stage study design N 1 subjects are genotyped at L SNPs in stage 1 and N 2 subjects are genotyped at stage 2. The purpose of the second stage is to validate the findings of stage 1. As genome-wide platforms become more cost-effective both stages are likely to yield genotypes for the whole genome. In this scenario we can use all of the data efficiently by performing multisplits of the data, repeating the SC procedure.
For simplicity we assume that the L measured SNPs are coded for the additive model (X 5 0,1 or 2), but our results extend naturally to other genetic models.
In the interest of parsimony we use statistical interactions synonymously with SNP-SNP interactions, even though epistasis can be considerably more complex in reality [Cordell, 2002; Phillips, 2008] . Let Y be a phenotype that can be either binary or quantitative. We consider main effect models with
where g is an appropriate link function. Likewise we consider interaction models with
Let S ¼ fj:b j 6 ¼0; j 2 1; . . . ; Lg[fði; jÞ:b ij 6 ¼0; ði; jÞ 2 1; . . . ; Lg be the set of terms associated with the phenotype either as main effects or interactions. We assume that the number of terms associated with the phenotype is small. Our goal is to identify these terms. In a traditional GWAS, each SNP is tested for association and hence the dictionary (D) is the full set of SNPs that passes quality control (QC) criterion. In a multi-step statistical procedure, the dictionary can contract if we discard terms that show little evidence of association in a previous step. Or it can also expand, if we add additional terms, such as interactions. We indicate the set of covariates in the dictionary after contraction or expansion by C(D) and E(D), respectively. In this manner the many promising avenues of a huge dictionary can be explored without directly investigating the whole space. Naturally this approach works better if the true model is hierarchical (i.e., associated interactions are accompanied by main effects). Even when the true model is not hierarchical, however, models with strong interactions often demonstrate weak main effects and hence are approximately hierarchical.
SCREEN AND CLEAN
Screen and clean illustration. A variable dictionary is critical when exploring the model given in Equation (2) because it is usually not possible to fit the full model simultaneously due to the large number of covariates.
To accommodate the high-dimensional challenge, we consider a statistical procedure that employs a hierarchical search. At step 1, the dictionary consists of all SNPs D ¼ fX 1 ; X 2 ; . . . ; X L g entered as main effects. Those that exceed a threshold for inclusion based on lasso screening are recorded as the candidate SNPs. At step 2, the dictionary consists of the candidate SNPs identified in step 1, plus all pairwise interactions of these terms. In summary, the dictionary contracts (C) in step 1, and based on these results the dictionary expands (E) to include interactions,
Finally, terms in the resulting dictionary are tested for association.
To illustrate the concept of a contracting and expanding dictionary in action we preview SC in two selected simulation data sets (A and B). We choose these two data sets to contrast what happens when screen happens to be too liberal (A) vs. too strict (B). The algorithm employed in this example, which is subsequently described in detail, is SC for interactions. Two data sets are drawn from the model gðE½YjXÞ ¼ bðX 5 X 6 þ X 10 X 11 Þ. For each model, we generate 400 individuals, each with 15 SNPs coded using an additive model X 1 ; . . . ; X 15 .
The lasso plot ( Fig. 1 ) displays the family of solutions provided by the lasso algorithm for data set A in the initial screen of the dictionary consisting of all 15 SNPs. Letb j andb j denote the coefficient of the j'th term in the dictionary, estimated by lasso and least squares, respectively. The complexity parameter, or tuning parameter, g is defined as P j jb j j= P j jb j j. As the complexity parameter moves from 0 to 1, new terms are introduced to or dropped from the model. Typically the model moves from parsimonious to rich as this parameter increases. The plotted curves depict the standardized regression coefficients as a function of the complexity parameter g. Each of them starts at 0, indicating that for g 5 0 the model includes no covariates. As g increases, two covariates enter the model with large positive coefficients indicating that these terms have a strong positive association with the phenotype. As g increases to 0.24, two more terms enter the model with positive coefficients. In fact, any choice of the complexity parameter between 0.24 and 0.34 will yield only the four terms actually needed to form the two interactions in the true model (5,6,10,11). At g 5 0.83 the fourth SNP is dropped from the model, but this term eventually re-enters the model with a negative coefficient. As g increases to 1, the remaining 11 terms enter the model, but the pattern of coefficients is illogical and indicative of a model that includes several correlated terms, many of which are uninterpretable. Cross-validation yields a complexity parameter of 0.45. With this choice the model identifies 7 candidate SNPs (4 true, 3 spurious). It is typical for cross-validated screening to yield an overly rich model [Devlin et al., 2003; Wasserman and Roeder, 2009] . This is why we need the clean step of the procedure.
The flow chart ( Fig. 2 ) depicts the expansion and contraction of the dictionary at each step of the SC analysis for data set A. After the initial screen, we contract the dictionary by removing all main effects not identified by the cross-validated model. We also expand the dictionary by adding all 21 pairwise interactions derived from the main effects discovered in the initial screen (Fig. 2 ). Applied to this dictionary, screen identifies a dictionary consisting of five interactions. Finally, using an independent sample of simulated data, the clean step of the procedure removes the three spurious interactions. The final model discovers the truth, even though the initial screen, based on cross-validation, included three spurious terms.
By chance, for set B, screen prunes the initial 15 SNP dictionary to three of the four causal SNPs, missing SNP 5 due to a lack of power. At the next step, the dictionary adds the three pairwise interaction terms corresponding to these main effects. With this dictionary of six terms, screen drops the main effects, but retains all three interactions. Finally, in the clean step, the model settles on one effect (X 10 X 11 ). This is a true effect; the other true effect cannot be discovered because the model did not identify X 5 in the screen step for main effects. As the complexity parameter increases, SNPs enter into (or drop out of) the model, one by one. Likewise, the complexity parameter determines the attenuation factor. At 0, all coefficients are 0. As the complexity parameter increases, the lasso coefficients approach the least squares solution. The traces plot each standardized coefficient as it enters the model and becomes less attenuated. Using cross-validation, a complexity parameter is selected that corresponds to a particular solution chosen from the family of solutions.
Screen and clean procedure. To describe the SC procedure we require notation for the number of variables under consideration. Thus we let A denote the number of variables in a set A. The SC procedure (SC m ) designed for the main effects model given in Equation (1) corresponds with a two-stage experimental design.
Step 1: set the upper limit of the number of covariates to enter the screen process, L u . This helps us to deal with the computational load; we generally set L u 5 5,000 (see more discussion in simulations). If D4L u , perform marginal tests on each effect in D and select the L u effects with the smallest p-values. Include only these terms in the revised dictionary.
Step 2: using data from stage 1, the model gðE½YjXÞ ¼ b 0 þ P j2D b j X j is applied to the dictionary. The lasso identifies a set of indices fj :b j 6 ¼ 0g for each value of the complexity parameter g. The complexity parameterĝ is selected by cross-validation. The resulting dictionary, C(D), includes all the terms for whichb j 6 ¼ 0 when g ¼ĝ.
Step 3: using data from stage 2, find the least squares estimateb for the terms in C(D). From this analysis, obtain T j , the traditional t-statistic obtained from the least squares analysis of the screened model, which includes m 5 C(D) terms. Clean the model of superfluous terms by selecting fj 2 CðDÞ : jT j j4cg, in which c ¼ Z a=ð2mÞ .
To discover interactions as in equation (2), we extend the SC m algorithm to handle dictionaries with interactions. We call the procedure SC i . Repeat Steps 1 and 2 as for SC m .
Step 3: obtain E(C(D)). If E(C(D))4L u , perform marginal tests on each term in E(C(D)) and update E(C(D)) to include only the L u terms with the smallest p-values. Again using data from stage 1, fit a model including all of the main effects and interactions delineated by these L u best terms. For each g 2 ð0; 1Þ we obtain a contracted dictionary including fj:b j 6 ¼ 0g[fði; jÞ:b ij 6 ¼ 0g. Selectĝ by leave-oneout cross-validation, and useĝ to define the dictionary, S ¼ CðEðCðDÞÞÞ, to be used for the final step; let m Ã ¼ S.
Step 4: using the second stage data, clean the model as follows. Find the least squares estimatê b for the model defined by S. The chosen model is fj:jT j j4cg[fði; jÞ:jT ij j4cg, where c ¼ Z a=ð2m Ã Þ , and T j and T ij are the t-statistics for main effects and interactions, respectively. The resulting procedure is designed to control Type I error at level a.
Genome-wide association. Multivariate methods such as SC do not scale directly to the immense computational burden imposed by a GWAS (results not shown). SC is computationally challenged by large numbers of covariates (p) and large numbers of subjects (n). With n 5 400 and p 5 1,000, the procedure takes less than 1 min to perform, but as the number of covariates increases to 5,000 and n increases to 1,000, the procedure requires about an hour. Approached directly, the computational challenge for hundreds of thousands of SNPs is prohibitive; however, this does not prevent us from employing SC in a GWAS. When the dimension of the problem is large we adjust the algorithm to obtain the results in a reasonable time. The adjustments include pre-selection of SNPs to those with promising marginal signals, and reducing the effort involved to perform cross-validation. These adjustments can be combined together or used individually.
Prescreening can be used to limit the number of SNPs in the dictionary. Based on a marginal test of association, most of the SNPs can be eliminated from consideration. We suggest prescreening the dictionary to include only those SNPs with a marginal p-value less than p 0 . Because SC is based on a two-stage process, prescreening has no impact on the Type I error of the procedure. In addition, the number of SNPs entered in SC can be reduced by restricting the analysis to tag SNPs [de Bakker et al., 2005; Rinaldo et al., 2005] .
The computational effort increases quadratically as a function of n and p. Consequently we view p % 5; 000 as a practical upper limit on the number of covariates for n % 2000. This is due to two computational features in SC. Like a stepwise procedure, the lasso searches the covariate sets by adding and dropping covariates sequentially. The default maximum number of steps taken by the lasso algorithm increases with the number of samples and the number of variables in the model. This default value can be lowered to obtain an approximate solution; however, the algorithm might then fail to discover some subtle signals in the data. Second, the computational cost of the Step 1: all 15 SNPs are in the model dictionary.
Step 2: Screening removes all but seven terms.
Step 3: Dictionary includes these seven main effects, plus pairwise interactions.
Step 4: Screening removes all but five interactions.
Step 5: Cleaning removes all but two interaction. This is the estimated model, which is also the true simulation model. cross-validation increases linearly in the number of samples when using leave-one-out cross-validation. For large n we suggest k-fold cross-validation, which leaves n/k observations out in each step of the algorithm instead of leaving one out [Hastie et al., 2001] . We obtain good results using k of 30-40.
Here we summarize the SC i algorithm, with adaptations that facilitate analysis of GWAS.
SC i algorithm. Thus far, the algorithm is the usual SC procedure applied repeatedly over B splits of the data. Typically a variant associated to the phenotype will produce a distribution of P ðbÞ j ; b ¼ 1; . . . ; B including several small p-values and several 1's. Thus we cannot obtain a single p-value for each variant by taking the mean of the P ðbÞ j 's. The alternative is to examine the distribution of p-values, from which a summary p-value can be obtained. Meinshausen et al. [2008] recommend the following algorithm that provides a conservative overall p-value:
1. obtain the empirical quantile function q d for d in the interval ½0:05; 1; 2. find d Ã to minimize the function
The multiplication by 4 accounts for selecting the quantile that yields the smallest p-value [Meinshausen et al., 2008] .
Other features. To control for confounding effects of population structure we suggest including eigenvectors estimated using either principal component analysis [Price et al., 2006] or spectral analysis [Lee et al., 2010] . For casecontrol data there is also the option of matching cases and controls by estimated ancestry and using the conditional logit model on the matched strata [Luca et al., 2008] .
The lasso is designed for linear regression and quantitative traits. For dichotomous traits, logistic regression replaces linear regression naturally at a number of steps in the algorithm. This works conveniently for univariate p-values and cleaning of the data. When screening a large model space the computational challenge is greater for logistic regression. Wu et al. [2009] describe an approach that they call lasso penalized logistic regression. Following the classification literature [Hastie et al., 2001 ], we have found that linear regression provides a practical alternative to logistic regression even when the response variable is binary.
RESULTS

SIMULATION RESULTS WITH A MODERATE NUMBER OF SNPS
We generate 400 individuals, each with 1,000 SNPs with genotypes encoded by having X 5 0,1, or 2 minor alleles. We use half of the samples to screen (stage 1) and the remaining half to clean (stage 2). The SNPs are block-wise dependent with 200 blocks of size 5. Linkage disequilibrium within blocks is set low (Pearson's correlation coefficient [Devlin and Risch, 1995] r ¼ 0:25) and high (r 5 0.75). We generate a quantitative phenotype Y according to four models, with random error e $ Nð0; 1Þ. Models M1, M2, and M3 each contain multiplicative interaction terms with varying numbers of SNP-SNP pairs involved in the interaction. For ease of exposition, the coefficient b is constant for each term in all models, but for model M3 the strength of the association decreases by a multiplier for each successive SNP pair.
For computational efficiency we performed our simulations using a relatively small sample size (400) and a large genetic signal (b ranged from 0.25 to 2.0). In regard to their power, these choices are statistically equivalent to a more realistic scenario with sample size 1,500 and genetic heritability attributable to each interaction ranging from 0.1 to 7%. We performed 1,000 simulations for each combination of model, b, and r.
Define power as the fraction of discoveries of interactions over the total number of interactions in the model; the false discovery rate (FDR) as the fraction of false discoveries of interactions among the total number of discoveries of interactions; and the Type I error rate as the fraction of the simulations with at least one false discovery over the total number of simulations.
We evaluate the Type I error of SC m and SC i , using data simulated based on model M0 (Table I) . SC m successfully controls the Type I error for each condition explored. When the marginal effects become more substantial, the Type I error of SC i increases slightly over the nominal level.
For most configurations of parameters in models M1-M3, SC i controls Type I error well ( Fig. 3; dashed lines) . The procedure has low power for small b, but power increases rapidly as the signal grows. Comparing panels moving left to right it is apparent that more complex models have lower power than simpler ones. Poor performance for SC i occurs when both the block correlation and the model complexity are high (bottom-right panel). This suggests that better performance might be obtained if the analysis were performed using only tag SNPs.
Next, for the same conditions, we compare the performance of the method using a single-split vs. the multi-split procedure ( Fig. 3; Levels of disequilibrium (r) and strength of association (b) vary as indicated. substantially with the multi-split procedure. For model M3 controlling the Type I error, came at the cost of a substantial loss in power, especially when the SNPs had a higher correlation. Moreover, the Type I error is still slightly inflated when the correlation is high.
To combat this problem we repeated the experiment on model M3 using tag SNPs (ro0.1). The power is essentially unchanged from when all SNPs were included, but Type I error is successfully controlled (results not shown).
SIMULATIONS WITH LARGE NUMBERS OF SNPS
To demonstrate the application of SC to GWAS, we simulated data sets with 1,500 samples and 100,000 SNPs. The SNPs are generated to simulate tag SNPs that possess LD structure similar to a Markov chain: nearest neighbor SNPs have correlation r 5 0.3. We set MAF at 0.3; in practice SNPs with a smaller MAF will require a bigger signal to yield the same power. We use two-thirds of the samples to screen (stage 1) and the remaining one-third to clean (stage 2). (This is just one option for splitting the data. Using a greater fraction of the data for cleaning might be advantageous.)
To assess the power of SC in GWAS we simulated 100 data sets for two more complex models. For model M4, 100 causal SNPs fall into sets of 10 SNPs of equal signal strength, with 10 levels ranging from low to high signal. For model M5, 25 pairs of SNPs are grouped into sets of 5, with strength of interaction signal set at five levels ranging from low to high. We use simulations from model M4 to evaluate tests for main effects and model M5 for interaction effects.
For model M4, let XfS j g ¼f X j1 ; . . . ; X j10 g, j ¼ 1; . . . ; 10, represent 10 sets of 10 randomly selected SNPs for each simulation. For each j, the effect size is j Â b, so that, in total, 100 SNPs affect Y, including 10 SNPs at each level, with b ¼ 0:3, i.e.,
Assignment of the 100 causal SNPs vary by simulation.
For model M5, let XfT j g ¼ fðX j1 X j1 Þ; . . . ; ðX j5 X j5 Þg, j ¼ 1; . . . ; 5, represent five sets of five randomly selected pairs of SNPs for each simulation. For each j, the effect size is j Â b, j ¼ 1; . . . ; 5, so that, in total, 25 SNPs affect Y, including five pairs of SNPs for each level, with b 5 0.9, i.e.,
Again the 25 pairs of causal SNPs vary by simulation.
For each simulated data set, using stage 1 data, we first prescreen the SNPs and include only those SNPs with a marginal p-value less than 0.05, effectively reducing the size of the dictionary to approximately 5,000. In screen, we use the default parameters in lasso and leave-one-out cross-validation and otherwise follow the described procedure for SC in GWAS.
For main effects SC m achieves reasonable control of both Type I error (0.077) and the FDR (0.0016). For interactions, SC i has a higher than desired Type I error (0.13), but these errors are fairly uncommon compared to true discoveries, as evidenced by the well controlled FDR (0.014). To assess power, we used SC m on Model M4 and SC i on Model M5 (Fig. 4) . Notice that the power to detect main effects is much greater than the power to detect interactions.
To assess the advantages of multivariate model selection we compared SC with methods designed for marginal testing of main effects [Lin, 2006] and interactions [Kooperberg and LeBlanc, 2008] . Both marginal methods use the first stage data to screen for important main effects. The second stage data is then combined with the first stage data for a test of each effect selected in the screening process. In a test for main effects, Lin's method had false-positive rates comparable to SC m (Type I error 5 0.088, FDR 5 0.003), but substantially lower power (Fig. 4, top panel) . Kooperberg and LeBlanc's (KL) method tests for interactions formed from all pairwise combinations of screened main effects. This method showed false-positive rates equivalent to SC i (Type I 5 0.18, FDR 5 0.022), but considerably lower power (Fig. 4, bottom  panel) .
We also explored some of the simpler non-additive models investigated by Evans et al. [2006] . We chose these models because they are derived from pairwise combinations of recessive and dominant single SNP models. The recessive-recessive (RR) only has an effect if all four minor alleles are present; the recessive-dominant (RD) has an effect if SNP one has both minor alleles and SNP two has at least one minor allele; the dominant-dominant (DD) has an effect if both SNPs have at least one minor allele; and the dominant-recessive-dominant (DRD), has the effect if at least three minor alleles are present. A two-step analysis is likely to fail if the main effects explain an insufficient fraction of the variance contained in the interaction. For this set of models, the fraction of the variance attributable to main effects and epistatic effects for each varies (Table II) . For comparison we include a model with the core element we used for most of our simulations Y ¼ bX 1 X 2 þ e; we label this model M, because it is based on a multiplicative interaction. Model M is most similar to models DD and DRD, hence we expect SC to be most challenged by the recessive and partially recessive models. In our simulations, as expected, power is similar to model M for models DD and DRD, but not promising for models RR and RD.
Next we try a simulation of case and control data. We simulate 600 cases and 600 controls from a population of SNPs with first-order Markov dependency r 5 0.3, MAF 5 0.3. The data were generated using the following model with five pair-wise interactions of randomly selected SNPs.
We simulated two types of data sets, one with 5,000 SNPs and the other with 50,000 SNPs. In the situation of 50,000 SNPs, we first select top 5,000 SNPs by marginal test using logistic regression. Then, for both types of the data sets, we apply the SC i procedure. The power was essentially equivalent for both scenarios. The Type I error increased from approximately 0.05 to 0.15.
ANALYSIS OF T1D DATA
The Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium [WTCCC, 2007] data includes 1,963 cases with T1D and 2,938 controls (post QC) obtained from people living in Great Britain who self-identified as white Europeans; see WTCCC [2007] for details about the sample and QC procedures. The samples were genotyped with the GeneChip 500K Mapping Array Set (Affymetric chip).
At least 12 regions in the genome have strong statistical support in the literature for association with T1D (i.e., 1p13.2, PTPN22; 2p24.2, IFIH1; 2q33.2, CTLA4; 6p21.32, HLA class II; 6q15, BACH2; 10p15.1, PRKCQ; 11p15.5, INS; 12q12.2, ERBB3; 12q24.13, SH2B3/PTPN11; 15q25.1, CTSH; 16q13.13, CLEC16A; 18p11.21 PTPN2) with reported p-values less than 10 À8 [Hindorff et al., 2009] . Univariate analyses of the WTCCC data show genome-wide significance for four of these (i.e., PTPN22, HLA class II, ERBB3, and the SH2B3/PTPN11 region). In addition rs12708716 (CLEC16A) on Chromosome 16 is borderline significant. The INS gene, which is not tagged well by this array, does not show evidence of association in these data [WTCCC, 2007] .
We reanalyzed these data using the multi-split SC approach with 56 random splits of the data (1/3 screen and 2/3 clean). Of the 469,612 SNPs passing WTCCC QC, we also removed 594 SNPs with poor genotype clustering patterns and all SNPs on chromosome X. Next we restricted the dictionary to those with univariate p-value less than 0.017. From the remaining 10,000 SNPS, we chose SNPs using H-clust, set to pick tag SNPs with squared correlation less than 0.04 and MAF greater than 0.01; for a cluster of SNPs in LD, H-clust used preference scores based on the univariate p-values for association of each SNP [Rinaldo et al., 2005] . In this way, our tag SNP selection process includes the SNP most likely to be associated with T1D within each LD block. After this process, we further ensured that the SNP dictionary included no SNPs with squared correlation greater than 0.045 on the same chromosome. The resulting dictionary included 3,437 SNPs. We recoded the genotype data for the additive model. For the SC i algorithm, to keep the model size computationally manageable we used R 1 5 250 and R 2 5 2000.
Our results are similar to the WTCCC's univariate analysis (Table III) . All five of their best signals also appeared as significant effects in our model. In addition, on Chromosome 4, SNP rs17388568, which was borderline significant (5.7 Â 10 À7 ) using conditional logistic regression, is also borderline in our analysis (multiple testing corrected p-value 5 0.35). Our model also identified four additional SNPs in the HLA region. Because we restricted our analysis to tag SNPs the LD between these SNPs is minor, suggesting the signal in the MHC is due to multiple variants.
Applying SC i we identified three SNP-SNP interactions as significant (Table IV) , corresponding to univariate SNP-SNP p-values that would not have been sufficient to attain genome-wide significance in a standard analysis. This suggests that the SC i procedure can indeed be more powerful than a series of univariate tests, especially when searching through the vast model space of SNP-SNP interactions.
Two of the pairs involve SNPs in the MHC region. Both of these include an SNP that was identified as main effects paired with another that did not demonstrate significant main effects (rs241429, univariate p-value of 8.2 Â 10 À5 ). The remaining interaction involves a pair of SNPs on Chromosome 12, one discovered as a main effect (rs17696736) that tags the SH2B3/PTPN11 region, paired with (rs11066119, univariate p-value of 9.6 Â 10 À5 ). Pairs of SNPs are not in linkage disequilibrium (Table IV) . 
DISCUSSION
A multivariate regression model can have greater power than a series of marginal tests to detect signals when multiple variables affect the outcome, as seen here and in other research [Chatterjee et al., 2006; Hoggart et al., 2008; Longmate, 2001; Millstein et al., 2006; Ritchie et al., 2003; Zhang and Liu, 2007] . Building on this idea we propose the SC algorithm, which identifies the most promising SNPs and interactions simultaneously using the lasso regression procedure. Because the class of models that includes all potential interactions is too large to be practical, we vary the dictionary of SNPs and SNP-SNP interactions considered at each step of the analysis. First only main effects are considered. Next we include interactions corresponding to SNPs that exhibit at least a weak main effect. Using an independent source of data, in the final step we look for replication of those terms that look most promising in the first step analysis. This approach lies somewhere between classical replication analysis and joint analysis of the data [Skol et al., 2006] . Contrary to joint analyses, only the replication data are used in the validation study, but SNPs and SNP-SNP interactions that go on to the second stage for validation need not exceed the threshold for genome-wide significance in stage one.
We applied our procedure on data simulated with linkage disequilibrium and data similar to a GWAS. Because SC is designed to model the effects of a multiple gene system it provides good control of the type I error and FDR even when the SNPs are in LD. Although many marginal tests are available in the literature, we compared our results with two methods that work well with data collected in two stages using a joint analysis approach [Kooperberg and LeBlanc, 2008; Lin, 2006] . In data simulated to mimic a GWAS with many SNP and SNP-SNP interactions present, the marginal methods lacked power relative to the SC approach. It is not surprising that a multiple regression approach has greater potential to handle these complex models than a sequential approach based on marginal tests because it reduces the variance and allows the causal SNPs, or SNPs highly correlated with causal SNPs, to compete for variance prediction against other SNPs having no impact.
From statistical theory and practice we know that regression models that include highly correlated predictors have myriad undesirable properties. Consistent with the theory our simulation results show that SC works better when linkage disequilibrium among SNPs is small. Moreover, including correlated SNPs increases the computational burden severely without adding substantial information. Thus, we recommend always using tag SNPs for SC. To enhance the chance that associated SNPs are included in the set of tag SNPs we suggest choosing the SNP with the smallest marginal p-value among any correlated set of SNPs [Rinaldo et al., 2005] . After applying the SC procedure to the tag SNPs, one can investigate all of the SNPs genotyped in the vicinity of the tag SNPs identified in the initial analyses.
Contrary to some methods in the literature, SC identifies promising main effects, followed by pursuit of epistatic effects. Of course, some kinds of epistasis do not lend themselves to a two-step approach because the majority of the genetic variance resides strictly in the interactions and hence the SNPs cannot be identified via single-locus tests of association [Evans et al., 2006] . For other epistatic models, however, the power to detect each locus using a single-locus strategy is high enough that a two-step strategy does have advantages. When using the lasso, success in finding individual SNPs in step 1 is further enhanced because the model space is multivariate. Nevertheless, if a model has low variance attributable to either of the two SNPs involved, there is little chance that the epistatic effect will be discovered with a two-step approach.
Our approach differed from that of Evans et al. in a number of ways. Regardless of the true model, we used an additive model for the SC. With this approach we gain power when the model is approximately additive by using fewer degrees of freedom, but we lose power when the model is far from additive. In contrast, Evans et al. use a genotype model that allows for multiple degrees of freedom for single-locus and two-locus tests. Our simulations were designed for data collected from a two-stage experimental design. With this design it is assumed that only the most promising SNPs are evaluated at stage 2. Nominal univariate p-values, not corrected for multiple testing, are obtained using logistic regression.
